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Marshall University

Football coach Bobby Pruett is a 1961 Marshall graduate

a new brand of

/
Pruett takes charge ·of Herd
by DAN LONDEREE
staff writer

Although Pruett says the transition from defensive coordinator at the University of Florida to
head coach of the Herd has been smooth, he also
The Athletic Center is alive and
says there have been several adjustments along
kicking at 8 a.m. Coaches and staff the way.
walk from office to office, sitting in
"The biggest adjustment has been from 75 degree
on meetings and completing their
weather all the time to the occasional 20 inches of
format for the day to come.
snow," he says. "And I'm a little busier now,
Secretaries arrive to answer the
because I have to take care of one thing after
never-ending ringing of phones,
another."
and players and managers make
Coming from Florida, Pruett is used to taking
their way through the hallways.
care of things. Pruett's 1994 Florida defense yieldAmong these people is Bobby Pruett,
ed a school record low of 84.6 yards per game and
head coach of the Thundering Herd
held its opponents to 17 .1 points per game. He
football team.
coached in the 1995 Sugar Bowl and the 1996
Throughout the university, students
Fiesta Bowl, in which the Gators lost to Nebraska
just now are making their way to class.
for the NCAA I-A national championhip.
Yawns can be seen on some faces, and
"The Division I-A championship was thrilling,"
sleep is still in their eyes.
Pruett says. "ABC and ESPN were there, and
Not so for Pruett. While many people
there was a lot of hype and excitement. But at the
have slept in this morning, he has been
University of Florida, things were that way all the
~-"
working. His tie already loosened and his
•uue.
shirt collar unbuttoned, Pruett has the look
Pruett says Marshall holds some key similarities
of a man who is just leaving the office for the to Florida.
afternoon. But he still has a whole day ahead
"The fans and players at Florida expected to win
of him.
every week, and the fans and players here expect
"The athletic director [Lance West] grabbed to win every week," he says. "Being a coach at a
me this morning for a meeting," Pruett says,
larger school enables me to handle the situation
smiling. "Days are always full here."
here."
Still, Pruett says the size of Marshall is really no
H e sits down behind his desk and glances
factor.
out the lar ge window of his office to get a quick
"At Florida we had 80- or 90,000 people at every
look at the field. He seems to enjoy his view.
game," he says. "But I haven't really thought
"This is home," the 1961 Marshall graduate
much about the difference in size. The great thing
says. "I love Marshall, and there's no place better
than right her e."
see PRUETT, page 19

Football special
Offense
New starters ·
at quarterback
and wide receiver
set to drive MU

3B ·
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First test for Pruett, MU
comes against Howard
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by CHRIS JOHNSON
sports editor

When the Thundering Herd
takes to the field Saturday to
meet Howard, all of the early
hype of the Bobby Pruett era
will finally be put to the test.
The two teams have m et
only once before. MU defeated
the Bison, 28-14, in the 1993
NCAA I-AA playoffs. Howard
had entered that first round
playoff game after finishing
the regular season 11-0.
Back in 1993, however,
Howard faced a completely
different Herd. Gone are
coach Jim Donnan, quarterback and son Todd Donnan
and tailback Chris Parker.
The Bison now have to contend with a new-look Herd
featuring new coach Pruett,
quarterback Eric Kresser and
wide r eceiver Randy Moss.
Running back Erik Thomas
said, "I'm ready to strap it on
and go out there and play. It's
time to get down to business."
The H erd has been picked
by many preseason polls as
the top team in the country.
Pruett said h e is m or e concerned with seeing his team
ranked No. 1 at the end of the
season r a ther than the begining.
"We can't look too far down
the road. We are just going to
treat every game as t h e
biggest of the season."
Junior defensive end B.J .
Cohen said the team can't
afford to look past any oppo-

Game 1 facts

Howard
at Marshall
Game time: 7 p.m.
Site: Marshall Stadium
Records: First game for
both teams.
Last meeting: 1993,
Marshall 28, Howard 14 (1AA playoffs).
Outlook: Marshall is
rated No. 1 in the Sports
Network I-AA poll. The
Bison return 19 starters. ·

nent and pay too much attention to all the preseason hype.
Cohen said, "Right now, we ,
are concentrating on Howard
like it's the only game of the
season. We have to treat
every game like that if we are
going to be successful."
In the past , Howard has
been known as a passing
team but h ead coach Steve
Wilson said his team is going
to try and mix it up a little
m ore.
"We have some good young
talent at the running back
positions. We hope to have a
more balanced attack ."
Junior t ailback Tyrone
Lewis will be the Bison's main

running back, but Desmond
Wise will also get plenty of
opportunites. Howard will
still pass, and when th ey do,
expect senior wide receiver
Marco Ward to be the primary
target for quarterback Ted
White.
The battle of the trenches
will be important to the Bison
as their size (average size of
the offensive line is 6-foot-3,
285 pounds) will try to stop
the Herd's feared front four of
Cohen , John Duncan, Billy
Lyon and Ricky Hall. (Hall is
starting in place of the regular starter Will Edwards, who
is sidelined with a minor knee
injury).
Defensively, the Bison start
six underclassmen. Three of
the underclassmen are in the
secondary, which could create
problems for Wilson as the
Herd is poised to introduce a
wide-open passing attack.
Leading the new-look Herd
offense will be senior quarterback Eric Kresser, who beat
out sophomore Chad Pennington and junior Mark
Zhao for the starting role.
Kresser, who transferred
from Florida will have a talented group of receivers from
which to choose. Tim Martin,
Randy Moss and Jerrald Long
will start and expect Thomas
to catch some passes out of
the backfield.
Thomas said, "We have so
many options on offense,
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0-1-1-e-n-s-e: Just call·it awesome
wasn't handed to hiin. He had
plays."
to beat out
One of the
last
year's
tran sfers,
Southern
Bobby Pruett has had to senior quarterConference
make some adjustments since back Eric KreT he offense has
Freshman-ofleaving Florida for Marshall, sser also comes
t h e - Ye a r,
but one thing that should to Huntington
plenty of options,
Chad
Penmake the transition a little via Gainsville,
nington and
easier is the Herd's potential Fla., where he
veterans and new
Mark Zban.
to put Gator-like numbers on spent the past
Pennington ,
two seasons as
the scoreboard.
players. It is said
who threw for
With a mixture of proven current Gator
2,445 yards
returnees and a crop of quarterback
to be an defenand 15 touchprom1smg transfers, the Danny Wuhrdowns
last
offense is set to make South- ful's back-up.
year will likesive coordinator's
ern Conference defensive co- Kresser is conly be r edsidered ·one of
ordinators have nightmares.
shirted so h e
'We have a lot of different the top NFL
nightmare.
will
have
at
options to go to," Pruett said. prospects
three year s of
''There are plenty of guys who quarterback in
have the ability to make big the country, but the MU job eligibility left when the Herd
joins the Mid-American Conference in 1997.
''It will be hard to sit on the
bench after playing in the
national championship last
year," Pennington said. "But
I'll do whatever it takes to
help the team win and do my
best to learn and improve
behind Eric.
With the graduation of
Chris Parker and the transfer
of Olandis Gary to Georgia,
Erik Thomas will be the feature running back. Last season, Thomas rushed for 613
yards and scored nine touchdowns.
"I'm ready," Thomas said.
"I've added 10 pounds and
I've worked with the ball machine to help improve my
receiving ability."
The senior running back
said he and the rest of the
backs will be much more involved with the passing game
this year and the offense will
be more wide open.
"Last year, teams keyed on
Chris Parker," Thomas said.
"This year, teams won't know
what to expect."
Other running backs expected to help Thomas are
Javonne Darring, Doug Chapman and Jason Balwanz.
Thomas said it won't matter
which of them is in the game
because all of them can get
the job done.
The Herd receiving corps is
perhaps the best in the SC.
Two transfers, Jerralcf Long
from West Virginia University and Randy Moss from Florida State have made the
Herd receiving corps the
Bratt Han
deepest in the SC. Long and
Moss are slated to start along
Erik Thomas replaced Chris Parker as the feature running with Tim Martin who caught
back in the offense. Thomas said he is excited about getting 54 passes for 793 yards and
five touchdowns for the Herd
the chance to catch passes out of the backfield this year.
by CHRIS J OHNSON
sports editor

Brett Hall

Tim Martin was the leading receiver in the SC last season. He
is considered one of the most dangerous players in the
league due to his receiving ability and kick returning ability.

body."
John White will start at tight
end replacing all-conference
performer Jermaine Wiggins
who also transfered to
Georgia. Javonne Jenkins
will also see playing time at
tight end when he recovers
from a pre-season knee injury.
ast year,
The offensive line will be
anchored by All-American Aaron Ferguson at right guard.
teams keyed on
Ferguson has started four
years
and has caught the eyes
Chris Parker. This
of pro scouts as a potential
NFL player.
year they won't
Brian Reed will start at the
other guard position and the
know what to
starting tackles will be Jamie
Wilson and Mike Webb. John
expect."
Wade will start at center.
Buck Manning, Mike Guilliams
Bert Scarbrough
-Erik Thomas
will serve as valuable backups on the offensive line.
Herd running back
The Herd probabaly won't
have any trouble scor ing
points this year, the only proLong said, 'We have a lot of blem will be figuring out
guys who can catch the ball which player is going to score.
and there will be plenty of But that's a problem every
passes to go around for every- team would like to have.

last season.
Mark Wicks, Lavorn Colclough, Damone Williams and
Anthony Dixon will see plenty
of playing time behind the
three starting receivers.
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KEITH ALBEE 4
::
THE SPITRRE GRILL (PG13)
• =~7:10-9:-40
A VERY BRADY SEQUEL (PG13)
5:05-7:05-9:05
JACK (PG13) -4:35-7:00-9:25
THE STUPIDS (PG)
5:30
ISL. DA. MOREAU
13 7:30-9:30 i i

••

-

BOGUS(PG)
TIN CUP (R)
THE FAN (R)
-4:00-9:50
FIRST KID (PG)
5:20-7:30-9:40
A TIME TO KILL (R)
7:00
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Defense poised to.perform
by BRIAN HOFMANN
editor
As far as Will Edwards is
concerned, opponents can focus all they want on the
Thundering Herd's new starting quarterback and new
starting wide receivers.
Edwards is a senior nose
guard for MU on a defense
that returns 10 starters and
is quietly building for another
strong season while names
such as Eric Kresser, J errald
Long and Randy Moss take
the spotlight.
"You can forget about us all
you want," Edwards said.
"That doesn't bother me, but
that's probably the big mistake.
"I'll sit in the limelight.
That doesn't bother me any.
Go ahead and concentrate on
them over there - the offense."
In case you couldn't tell,
Edwards was being sarcastic.
With all the key transfers on
offense during the offseason,
it might have become easy to
forget the Herd's defense.
The unit, however, features
two preseason All-Americans
in senior tackle Billy Lyon
and senior cornerback Melvin
Cunningham, four first-team
All-Southern
Conference
members in Lyon, Cunningham, junior end B.J. Cohen
and junior linebacker Larry
McCloud, and a highly touted
Division I-A transfer of its
own, senior defensive back
Andre Goines of Tulane.
"We should be real strong
on defense this year,"
McCloud said. "We have 10
starters
returning,
and
there's a lot of experience. We
have a lot of good depth and
we're looking for good things
to happen."

Players say little has
changed on the defense with
the arrival of new coach
Bobby Pruett - most of them
are in terminology. The defense retains the 4-3 formation it u sed under former
coach Jim Donnan.
And the unit still has high
goals, which include a r eturn
to the NCAA I-AA national
championship.
·
"During the spring, we
weren't catching on," Cohen
said. "It was little frustrating
because the offense was taking it to us. That's never happened. Everybody's getting a
lot more comfortable about
what their job is, their responsibility is."
Lyon said Pruett is "one of
them guys that comes over,
gets into the huddles, hugging you, jumping around and
screaming and hollering at
you. He just makes everyone
else around you do that much
more."
Edwards said Pruett might
have shaken up a veteran, yet
complacent, defense.
"You get so used to everything," he said, "it gets kind of
dull. You're out here playing
ball. That's what you're here
for. Bringing in somebody
Brett Hall
new, having a different personality, kind of makes things Herd linebacker Larry McCloud (28) and nose guard Will Edwards (57) are two of the 10
a little more tough. You don't starters returning to the defense. McCloud is a preseason All-Southern Conference selection.
know what to expect."
The strengths on defense
begin up front, where the
front four returns.
Cohen is joined by Lyon,
Edwards and senior end John
Duncan.
Cohen said, ''We feel real
comfortable pl ayin g with
guys that you've been hanging with and you know wh at
they can do."
Edwards, h owever, will be
sidelined with a minor knee
injury for Saturday's season
opener again st Howard at
Marsh all Stadium, and may
sit next week against West
Virginia State.
Plugging the hole at nose
gu ar d will be sophomore
Ricky H all.
See YOURSELF in hundreds of hair styles and ·colprs.
''We're going to take care of
business," Coh en said. ''We're
With over 900 different styles to choose from, you' re sure to
going to try to put u p th e
same number s we did last
find the look that's just right for you. A 30 min. appointment
year."
Behind th e front four, all
three star ting linebackers
including a video of up to 24
r eturn. McClou d is back as
middle linebacker while sestyles, plus 4 photos
n ior Jermain e Swafford
works the str ong side and
< ,
senior Jerome E mbry the ·
of your favorites:
weak side.
''With the team we h ave, it
,JUST $24.95.
seems most teams are out to
' ..
beat Marsh all, and give us
Look into your
th e tou ghest game," McCloud
said.
In t h e defensive secondary,
future and
Cunningham returns at left
corner, junior Thomas Maximagine the
well returns as a rover back,
and junior Scott Smythe is
possibilities.
back at free safety.
Goines is expected to split
tim e with junior Lar,,ry Moore
at right corner, which took
2557
the only hit on the defen se
with J ayson Grayson graduating.
. Huntington, WV

.

HAIR WIZARDS
The Best Just GQt
Better·!
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The Next Generation Imaging
Computer Just Arrived!!

be real strong on
defense this year.
We have 10
starters returning, and there's a
lot of experience.
We have a lot of
good depth and
we're looking for
good things to
happen."

-

Larry McC/oud,
Herd linebacker
I
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Cunningham says defense
may be best ever for Herd
Two examples of Cunningh am's big play ability are his
r ecord setting 100 yard touchdown return of an intercepWith most of the preseason tion in th e play-offs against
anticipation focusing towar ds James Madison University in
the passers and receivers, it 1994 (still a playoff record)
h as been easy to overlook one and a return of a failed two
of the key figures on the other point conversion against the
Citadel last year that proved
side of the ball.
On defense, th e Thundering to be the margin of victory
Herd returns preseason All- (21-19).
American defensive back,
His reputation probably h as
Melvin Cunningham.
not escaped the attention of
Cunningham is a corner- Southern Conference defenback on what he calls "the sive coordinators as Cunnbestn defense in Mar shall's ingham suspects teams will
probably not throw in his
history.
"We have 10 experienced direction.
starters coming back and
"I think some teams will try
that's something that r arely to throw away from me
happens at any level/ Cun- because I've been around for a
few years, n Cunningham said.
ningham said.
The senior cornerback from "I know whoever lines up on
Red Jacket, W.Va., brings the other side will get the job
plenty of experience to the done."
Teams can't avoid me the
Thundering Herd secondary.
He has started in 36 consecu- · entire game, so I will just
tive games and has built a have to do all of the little
things to help the team win."
reputation as a play maker.
Thundering Herd defensive
However, playing without
end B.J. Cohen said, "Melvin the cornerback who lined up
is a guy who always seems to on the opposite side of the
come up with a big play when field for the past couple of
the team needs it."
seasons, Jayson Grayson, is
by CHRIS JOHNSON
sports editor

Brett Hall

Melvin Cunningham (25) was second on the team in interceptions last year with three. The senior cornerback has nine
for his career. He has made a habit of coming up with big
plays when the Herd needs t hem such as returning a failed
extra point pass play by the Citadel, for two points last year.
Cunningham st ill has the I-AA play-off record for an interception ret urned for a touchdown (100 yards against James
Madison in 1994).

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

somthing he is going to have
to get used to.
"I'm going to miss Jayson a
lot. He is someolte who I
depended on a lot. If I was
h aving a bad series or just
one bad play, I could look over
and Jayson would pick me
back up. The bond we had
was special both on and off
the field."
Cunningham· said h e h as
several goals for the season
but most of them are shared
by his other teammates.
"I want to help this team go
15-0, win the Southern
Conference, win a ll of our
home games and win the
national championship."
Seems like a ta11 order of
goals but Cunningham said
those goals have become
mandatory every year for the
team.
He said Herd fans shouldn't expect anything less.
"It all boils down to hard
work, staying~cused and
being preparea.~ o w this
team will stay focus'eci, be prepared and work hard. The
seniors on the team won't let
the rest of the team get sidetracked. We have a job to do."
1
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1996 Marshall two-deep roster
Offense
Quarterback: Eric Kresser, 6-2,
209, Sr.; Chad Pennington, 6-3, 190,
•
So. or Mark Zban, 6-5, 213, Jr.
Tailback: Erik Thomas, 6-0,
180, Sr.
Wide Receiver: Randy Moss,
6-5, 210, Fr.; La Vorn Colclough, 6-4,
205, So.
Wide receiver: Jerrald Long,
6-1, 189, So.; Mark Wicks, 5-10,
178, Jr.
Ferguson
Slot receiver: Tim Martin, 5-9,
176, Sr.; Damone Williams, 5-8, 151, So.
Tight end: John White, 6-5, 246, So., Jason
Wellman, 6-5, 265, Sr.
Center: John Wade, 6-5, 257, Jr.; Jason
Starkey, 6-4, 233, Fr.
Right Guard: B rian Reed, 6-2, 255, Jr.; Bert
Scarbrough, 6-5, 279, So.
Left Guard: Aaron Ferguson, 6-3, 280, Sr.,
Buck Manning, 6-6, 360, Sr.
Right Tackle: Jamie Wilson, 6-7, 283, Sr.; Irv
Dotson 6-5, 307, Fr.
Left Tackle: Mike Webb, 6-5: 270, Sr.; Mike
Guilliams, 6-5, 296, Fr.

Special Teams

Defense
Defensive tackle: Billy Lyon, 6-5, 290, Sr.;
Dewayne Lewis, 6-3, 260, Fr.
Nose Guard: Ricky Hall, 6-2, 250, So.; Joe
Zeglowitsch, 6-3, 253, So.
Left End: John Duncan, 6-3, 235, Sr.; Paul
Totten, 6-0, 237, So.
Right End: B.J. Cohen, 6-3,
240, Jr.; Mike Williams, 6-3, 240, So.
Linebacker: Jermaine
Swafford, 5-11 , 221, Sr.; Haman
Allen, 6-2, 218, So.
Linebacker: Larry Mccloud,
6-4, 230, Jr.; Andre O'Neal, 6-2, 225,
Fr.
Linebacker: Jerome Embry,
6-0, 216, Sr.; John Grace, 5-1 0, 185,
Fr.
Cohen
Cornerback: Melvin Cunningham, 5-10, 180, Sr.; B.J. Summers,.5-9, 180, Jr.
Cornerback: Larry Moore, 5-9, 165, Jr.; or
Andre Goines, 5-11 , 180, Sr.
Free Safety: Scott Smythe, 6-1, 195, Sr.;
Ro.9ers Beckett, 6-2, 187, Fr.
'
Rover: Thomas Maxwell, 5-8l 173, Jr.; Jeremy
Eastwood, 6-0, 170, or Andre Goines, 5-11 , 180, Sr.
I

Kicker: Tim
Openlander, 5-10,
173, Sr.
Punter: Chris
Hanson, 6-2, 192,
So.
Snapper:
Josh Seamster, 6-2,
225, So.
Holder: Mark
Zban, 6-5, 213, Jr.
Returner: Tien
Martin, 5-9, 176, Sr.

~'
Chris Hanson, punter,
getting his kicks.
Openlander

I
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Herd football
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Lyon not taking .anything tor granted

Billy Lyon (86) had a team high 46 pressures last season.
by CHRIS JOHNSON
sports editor

With everything that happened to the football team in
the off-season, Billy Lyon is
glad that it's time to get back
on the field.
The 6' 5" 292 pound senior
from Erlanger, Ky, is considered the best defender on

what is considered the best
defensive front four in the
Southern Conference and the
country.
But Lyon takes all of that
attention in stride and doesn't
get caught up in personal
achievements. This defensive
tackle is only concerned with
helping the team any way he
can and getting back to the
national championship. The

Herd lost to Montana 22-20,
last year in the championship
game
"I was there in 1992 but I
didn't get to play," Lyon said,
"It's important for us seniors
to win it while we are on the
field and anything less than
the national championship
will be unacceptable."
Lyon made comparisons
between this year's team and
the 1992 Herd team which
won the national championship after a disappointing
championship game loss the
year before. Lyon said the
1992 team and this year's
team are senior oriented
which is a big reason for the
desire to win the championship.
"It's not really pressure, it's
just realizing that this is the
last chance we have to do it,"
Lyon said. "We feel like we
can win the Southern Confere nce and the national
championship but I'm sure
there are other teams out
there that will have something to say about that."
Lyon is coming off an AllAmerican season in which he
had 91 tackles, 20 of which
were for losses, and 10 sacks.
Lyon and his fellow defensive linemen John Duncan,
Will Edwards and B.J. Cohen
will be playing their third
season alongside one another.
Lyon said the cohesivness
that they share and the experience they bring is a big r eason for their success.
"The four of us have been
here for a while and we know
what to expect of each other,"
Lyon said. "We know teams
can't double team any of us.
They have to try and block u s
one-on-one. They can't stop
all of us."
Lyon also had nothing but
praise for the rest of the
defense. "With the linebackers and secondary we have,
the guys up front don't have
to woo:y about someone getting past them."
But Lyon also says the Herd

CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP WELCOMES YOU!

defense, as impressive as it is,
has room for improvement.
"We had a number of big
plays busted against us last
year. So we'd like to cut down
on the number of big plays
against us. We aren't taking
anything for granted. So we
will work just as hard or
harder than we did last year."
Lyon said he was shocked to
find out during Christmas
that Jim Donnan had taken
the head coaching job at the
University of Georgia, but has
gotten along great with new
head coach Bobby Pruett and
the staff. "Coach Pruett is one
of those guys who is always in
the huddle with you and
jumping around. He is real
enthusiastic and he makes

everyone around him enthusiastic."
Lyon also said that the
addition of players like Eric
Kresser and Randy Moss
were a bit of a shock. "We
kept hearing rumors about all
of these players coming, but
we didn't know ft>r sure until
we got here and saw the
names on the roster."
Despite all of the changes in
personnel, Lyon said the team
has what it takes to do something special this season. "We
keep hearing this is the best
team Marshall has ever had
and we should go 15-0 and
win the national championship. The ability is there,
we just have to take one game
at a time."
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classifieds

IHelp Wanted

NANNY position. Must have

reliable car and references.
Hours 2:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. M-F
Call 523-2141

IMiscellaneous

STUDENT P@ING 3 blocks
from campus. $ ~ r month Call
522-2222
"
SPACES near
Holderby Hall & Twin Towers. C &
C Realty. Call 525-1771.
PARKING

CHEMISTRY TUTOR needed.

Flexible hours, excellent pay. Call
Kevin (304) 453-3013

SPRING BREAK '97 - Sell Trips,
$1,000's POSSIBLE reading

books. Part Time. At home Toll
free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2317
for listings.
$1,000's POSSIBLE Typing Part
Time at home. Toll free 1-800898-9778 Ext. 2317 for listings.

Eam Cash, & Go FREE. STS is
hiring CAMPUS REPS/ Group
Organizers to promote trips to
Cancun, Jamaica and Florida. Call
1-800-648-4849forinfonnation on
joiningAmerica's#1 StudentTour
Operator.

needed
immediately to work at home for
nationwide companies. $25Q/
$600
possible
weekly.
Experience unnecessary. Start
nowl Call 1-520-505-2333 ext.
5578.

FREE FINANCIAL AIOI Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
·grants & scholarships ~now .
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, or
parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6495 ext. F53465.

MAILING Travel Brochures. No

RESEARCH WORK or term

experience necessary. For
information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Internet Travel, P.O. Box680610,
Miami, FL 33268.

papers written by professional
librarian. Fast and efficient. Call
614-532-5460 for info.

MEN/WOMEN

$1750 WEEKLY possible mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now. For info.
call 301-306-1207.

IFor Rent
TWO BR and 3 BR apts. near

campus.
Furnished
or
unfurnished. Call 523-9655.
THREE and 4 BR apartments for

LOOKING FOR ...

FREE FINANCIAL AIOI Over

COMPANIONSHIP , NOT CONFORMITY?
SPIRITUALITY , NOT RELIGIOUS HYPE?
YOUR OWN FAITH , NOT SOMEONE ELSE'S CLICHES?

A FREE LUNCH?

$6 Billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships is
now available. All students are
elig.ible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F53465.
HE LP WANTED Waitress,

kitchen help. Apply in person
Double Dribble, 335 Hal Greer
Blvd. Across from campus.

JOIN US FRIDAYS AT NOON
IN THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER BLUE ROOM
FOR SIMPLE MEALS AND HONEST DISCUSSION
OF THE CHRISTIAN WAY . INFO X3O55 .

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted.

CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP: WE'LL ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS
AND LET YOU QUESTION OUR ANSWERS,
,·.~n1,.,-bury Ft-Unwsh 1p 1s AJl on am pus ourrt"~rh or 1hr Episcopal Otoc6" or w esc \'irg,ma

\"is&t us <m

iht' Wrb al hup llw,.bpag,~ mar,t;hall ('-(lu/,. maynardbl

Mileage paid. Apply in person.
Lorenzo's Pizza. 527 8th St.
NOW HIRING Full & part-time
delivery drivers and inside help
wanted. Apply in person. Papa
Johns Pizza. 1525 9th Ave.
CLASSIFIEDS

rent near Marshall. $300-$357 per
month. Call 522-2222.
THREE bedroom house. Newly

remodeled. Dishwasher, W/D,
$ 750/month + DD Call 529-6811
or 736-4968.

IFor Sale

MINOLTA SRT201 35mm
camera with 50mm and 135mm
lenses, flash, camera case. $150
or best offer. Call 886-5498
1988 NISSAN 300zx 2+2, Red,
AT, AC, PS, 66k miles, Sharp.
$9,900 Call 736-7239 or 736-3628

the PARTHENON
MU STUDENT
NEWSPAPER
696-3346
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Moss wants to put past behind him
Freshman receiver ready to play at a higher level .
by DAN LONDEREE
staff writer

Randy Moss, Marshall's newest
addition to its wide receiver corps,
arrived on the scene last month
under different circumstances than
most players.
Some were returning from last
year's team, while others were true
freshmen, recruited straight from
high school. Their arrival was
expected, but the arrival of Randy Randy Moss
Moss was a very different story,
"Somebody from Marshall, I don't know who, but
somebody called and expressed interest in me,"
Moss said. "I really wanted to play right away, and
I knew I had a chance here."
Moss's story is one that has been written about
many times. Recruited by Notre Dame, Moss was
touted as one of the finest athletes ever to come out
of West Virginia. Playing both football and basketball, he helped the DuPont Panthers to state
championship games during his high school years.
However, something happened during his senior

$

year. Charges were filed against him when he
became involved in a fight at school. Notre Dame
then turned its back.
Next, Florida State called and Moss headed
south for Coach Bobby Bowden's nationally-ranked
Division I program. However, once again circumstances dictated his departure.
Then, Moss found Huntington.
"I saw that Marshall was ranked number one in
I-AA football," Moss said. "I knew I could play
here, and it seemed like the place to be."
Coach Bobby Pruett said Moss walked on the
Moss was-recruited as a Division I player, and he
team in August. "Randy is a really good kid, and says he is glad Marshall is moving to Division I
he's a Division I player. He just wants a chance to soon .
play, and he'll be starting Saturday."
"The competition level is going to step up a notch
Moss said things were a little rough when he in the 1997 season," Moss said. "I don't think this
joined the team.
school has ever really been to a bowl game, at least
"As soon as I got h ere, there was a sense of jeal- not in recent years. I think a bowl game would
ousy. I was perceived as a thug. After coming out give this program a real boost."
here and playing, it died down a little."
Moss said he is still looking toward the profesNow, he and the other receivers work well sional ranks, no matter what school he calls home.
together. "It's tough when you've got a couple of
He doesn't talk much about the past, because the
transfers who haven't really played together."
future is what matters to him. Right now, his
Jerald Long, a transfer from WVU, will team future is Division I-AA Marshall University footwith Moss and Tim Martin as starters.
ball and the ne?{t level is waiting.

Thundering
Herd Network
makes changes

Need CASH for $
books or tuition?

by DAN LONDEREE
staff writer

We Carry the Largest Inventory of Ladies' and
Mens' Jewelry in the Tri-State Area at the
Lowest Prices!
We Make Loans for 30 days on Class Rings, or
Jewelry!
We have T.V.'s and V.C.R.'s at Low, Low Prices!
Sega, Nintendo and Super Nintendo Too!
We Buy Broken Jewelry and Class Rings!

The Pawn and Coin Shop
1602 3rd Ave. Across from Smith Hall
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AJI Jewelry
50% off
with this coupon!
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Coupon Valid only with Marshall 1.0.
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The Thundering Herd
Network, which broadcasts
Marshall games over radio
and television, n a med two
new staff members in August.
Athletic Director Lance
West named Steve Cotton as
director of media relations for
THN. Cotton succeeds Stan
Cotten·, wh o left for a position
at Wake Forest University.
Cotton will take over the
play-by-play for radio broadcasts of Marshall football and
basketball games. He will
also direct network relations
and work extensively in
advertising and marketing or
promotions.
"Steve has been a part of
the Marshall program long
enough for us to recognize
that he is an excellent fit for
this position," said West . "He
brings a solid background of
both broadcasting skills and
marketing techniques to the
table."
Keith Morehouse was
named as Cotton's counterpart in television broadcasts.
He will serve as play-by-play
announcer for televised football and basketball games,
and will host the Marshall
coaches' shows.
Morehouse has worked at
WOWK-TV since his graduation from Marshall in 1983,
and covered Marshall sports
extensively. His father, Gene,
was sports information director at Marshall from 19681970.
Morehouse said his affiliation with Marshall has come
full circle.
"It's not often you get to
realize a lifelong dream. To
have a chance to work with
Marshall University in this
capacity is a tremendous
opportunity. I can't wait for
the chance to sit behind the
mike and work for Marshall."
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The Citadel
Mascot:

Bulldogs
Location:

Appalachian
State

Georgia
Southern

Charleston, S.C.

Mascot:

Mascot:

Head Coach:

Mountaineers

Eagles

Don Powers

Location:

Location:

Key Returners:

Boone, N.C.

Statesboro,
Ga.

TE George
Hampton, T
Derek Beres, G
Kaivon Madani,
C Shawn Lyons,
SE Derek
Green, QB
Stanley Myers,
HB Garrick Haltiwanger, HB Antonio
Smith, DE Dary Myricks, DE Er ic
Capers, LB Lorenzo Jackson, LB Scott
Belcher, CB Reggie Moore, CB Corey
Harris, SS Anquan Fist, FS Omar
Wilson, K Justin Skinner, P Mike
Selman
Key Losses: G E.J. O'Neill, T Michael
Wilkerson, FB Jason Pryor, T Lenny
Clark, T Brad Keeney, LB Bernard
Meeks
Outlook: The Bulldogs were winless
within the Southern Conference last
season, but many of these losses were
by less than
a touchdown.
Experience is
on their side
as 18
starters and
38 lettermen
return for
1996. Look
for the
Bulldogs to
improve this
Scott Belcher
season.

Head Coach:

Jerry Moore
Key
Returners:

TE J eff
Vollmer, T
Chad
Groover, G Shawn Clark, C Scott
Kadlub, G Kenny Barbee, T Dave
Pastusic, FL Kevin Burton, SE Otis
Smith, TB Damon Scott, T Jackie
Avery, LB Dexter Coakley, LB Joe
DiBernardo, LB Marvin Hodge, K Jay
Sutton, P Allen Guinn
Key Losses: QB Scott Satterfield, FB
Aldwin Lance, E Shawn Elliott, E
Chip Miller, NT Mark Ivey, CB Matt
Stevens, CB Jamie Coleman, SS Tony
Perry, FS Clarence Sutton
Outlook: Appy compiled a 12-1 record
last season, with its only loss coming
against Stephen F. Austin in the
Division IAA playoffs.
With 15
starters and
54 lettermen
returning,
the
Mountaineers will
present a
challenge to
SC opponents.
Dexter Coakley

East
Tennessee
State

Ch

Buccaneers
Location:

Johnson
City, Tenn.

Frank
Ellwood

Head
Coach:

Key
Returners:

Mike
Cavan
Key
Returners:

TWes
Jones, G
Sam Haynie, C Justin Calhoun, WR
B.J. Adigun, WR Marcus Satterfield,
QB Greg Ryan, TB Edward Swint, DE
Mark Collins, DE James Russell, T
Curtis Eason, T T.J. Weston, LB
Mario Hankerson, LB Derek Fudge,
SS Mike Scott, PK Jerry Chapman
Key Losses: T Mike Pittman, G Mike
Fredenberg, FB Kent Hampton, LB
Craig Wasik, CB Donnie Abraham, FS
Jeff Horton,
Brandon Rogers, K
Cory Collins
Outlook:

Although the
Citadel is
the only SC
team ETSU
posts a winning all-time
record
against, they
may improve
on last
year's 4-4
mark.

James Russell

RegrettablY,
all sections

are full this

sen1ester tor

'D,,cr,unt< olf Allll

Tei

Mascot:

Head
Coach:

C Robert
Moore, G Jamie Glover, T Grant
Ch estnut, SE Andra Rogers, SE
Maurice Bing, QB Kenny Robinson,
DE Edward Thomas, DE Derrick~
Reeves, T Lee Brooks, WLB D.T.
Tanner, MLB Larry Rogers, SLB Chad
Nigh bert, FS Eric Thigpen , P Ken
Worob
Key Losses: T Stacy Moses, G Robert
Hadley, FB Ch ad Holmes, SB Dexter
Dawson , SB Marlow Warthen, T
Hughie Hunt, CB Marco Bradham,
CB Br ancis Williams, SS Rob
Stockton, K Eric Meng
Outlook: The _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eagles compiled a 9-4
record last
season, and it
posted 1 playoff win before
losing to
national
champion
Montana.
However,
Jamie Clover
GSU lost 10
starters from
t h at team.

Un
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Mascot:
Locatio11
Head Co
Key Ret1

Gadd,C
TB Tyro1
LB Stefa
wire, CB
Anderso1
Alligood

Key Los:

Quanta,
Terrell 0
Marrio C
Randy G
LB Carle

Outlook:

The Moc,
gave Ma1
shall a sc
last seas
losing by
only thre
points. B
4-7 1995
record ar
11 starte
lost mea1
an uncer
tain 199E
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outhern Conference

ee

University of
Tennessee Chattanooga

Virginia
Military
Institute

!ascot:

Mascot:

,uccaneers

Keydets

ocation:

Location:

ohnson
:ity, Tenn.

Lexington,
Va.

le ad
oach:

Head
Coach: Bill

like
:avan

ey
:eturners :

' Wes
ones, G
,un,WR
~terfield,
Swint, DE
ssell, T
,LB
: Fudge,
apman
n, G Mike
ton, LB
·aham, FS
gers, K

;ell
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Stewart
Mascot: Moccasins
Location: Chattanooga, Tenn.
Head Coach: Buddy Green
Key Returners: T Tom Bourne, G Jeff

Gadd, C Matt Green, QB Jeff Peters,
TB Tyrone Coleman, T Keith Blanks,
LB Stefan Alston, LB Antone Goldwire, CB Quasey Vinson, CB Marcelle
Anderson, FS Ron Faugue, SS Clint
Alligood
Key Losses: TE Rusty Wright, T
Quanta Vance, G Andy Norman, WR
Terrell Owens, FL Derek Hall, FB
Marri~ Grier, E Corey Wright, E
Randy13,oover, T Nicara Callaway,
LB Ca'tlos~uitt, PIK Josh Siefken
Outlook:

Key
Returners:

TE Greg
Harris, T Eddie Werntz, G Cale
Christensen, C Jack Smith, QB Al
Lester, TB Thomas Haskins, FB
Darrell Summerville, DE Matt Coley,
DE Terry Minor, DT Keith Braxton,
DT Billy Thomas, LB Kelly Cook, LB
Mike Edwards (now at FS), LB Mike
Rogers, CB Ron Hill, FS Andre
Thornton, SS Cornell Lewis, K Mike
Harris, P Howie Lowden
Key Losses: T Mike Tutor, SE Marlon
Anderson, SE Jeff Hubbard, FL Tim
Williams
Outlook:

The Keydets
were 4-7 last
season. They
lost only 4
starters, and
are returning
19. Record
setting tailback Thomas
Haskins
returns for
his senior
Thomas Haskins
season.

The Moes
gave Marshall a scare
last season,
losing by
only three
points. But a
4-7 1995
record and
11 starters
lost means
Jeff Peters
an uncertain 1996 season.

Western
Carolina

Furman

Mascot:

Catamounts
Location:

Cullowhee,
N.C.
Head Coach:

Steve
Hodgin
Key
Returners:

TE Kawasak Penn, T Jimmy Butler, G
Alex Sprinkle, WR J erome Lardy, T
Dan Best, NG Brian Ro·seboro, LB
Elton Clawson, LB Ben Richardson,
CB Donnell Brinson, CB Reggie
Chavis, P/PK Ken Hinsley
Key Losses: T Trade Elkins G Scott
Stinson, C Wes Greenwell, WR David
Patten, FB Michael Stewart, TB Mark
Howell, QB Ch ad Greene, T Derek
Summerour, LB William Crocker, LB
James Rogers, SS Jeff Rodgers, FS
Robert Tucker, DS Brook King
Outlook: The Catamounts compiled
three wins last year, with their only
two conference wins coming against
The Citadel
and VMI.
WCUhas
fewer
starters
returning
than those
lost. Coach
Steve Hodgin
goes into his
seventh season with a
Jimmy 6utler
27-38 career
r ecord.

-

Mascot: Paladins
Location: Greenville, S.C.
Head Coach: Bobby Johnson
Key Returners: TE Luther Broughton,

T Lee Drake, T Brian Nutter, G Greg
Sander, FL Josh Cole, QB Braniff
Bonaventure, TB Mark Moore, RUE
Brian Dailer, T Michale Brown, T Phil
Warren, NG Reggie Williams, LB
Orlando Ruff, LB Jay Tier, OLE
Bernard Scott, CB Kevin Jackson, CB
Michael McNeil, FS Jeremy Osburne,
SS Seth Ramaley, P Jody Wade
Key Losses: G Brian Fisher, C
Tommy Jones, SE Adrick Harrison,
FB Leonardo McClarty, K Jim Richter
Outlook: The Paladins posted a 6-5
record last
year, and w.jth
19 of 24 starters returning, Furman
will be a team
to watch in
1996. Head
coach Bobby
Johnson guided the
Paladins to
their best
Braniff Bonaventure
record in three years last year.
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Surviving in college is tough enough, right?Thats
why we've designed a package to make things
easier Choose A1fil and look at all you can get:
Amr 'Ihle Reach111 Savings
Save 25% on every kind of US. call
on your ATBIT phone bill when you

spend just $25 a month.1
Amr 1hJe Rewards111

Get savings at Sam Goody/ Musicland,
TCBY "Treats" and BIDCKBUSTER
VIDEO with the Member Benefit Card

LuckilY, yott ca11 still

Amr Unnusal MasterCard.
A credit, cash and calJing card that
brings you discounts on USAir. And
no annual fee-ever. 2

sig11 up tor all tl1is
great stutr fron1 AT&r

Amr W>rldNet"' Service

Get 5 free hours of Internet access
every month just for having A1&T
long distance.~
To sign up, look for us on campus or call

I 800 654-0471

-

AT&T
Your True Choice

>

http://www.attcom/college
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Martin, Moss, Long combine talents
by DAN LONDSREE
staff writer

,.,

This week's starting wide receivers reflect offseason changes
that have brought new faces to Herd
football.
Transfer Jerrald Long, who hails
from West Virginia University, will
be taking passes from Eric Kresser
Saturday night. Long said he parted from WVU to come to Marshall
because he liked what was going on
· in Huntington.
"I like coach [Bobby] Pruett a lot,"
Long said. "He recruited me out of
high school when he was at Tulane
University. If they had had a winning program down there back then,
I would've played for him."
WVU and Long simply didn't go
together, he said.
"I mainly just wasn't happy playing football at WVU," Long said.
' "Football down here is a lot more
fun, and the fans are more enthusiastic."
Long said he knows he will have
his share of catches, but he said
there are many good receivers on the
squad.
•
''You catch as many as you can, but
,. ~ there are a lot of talented ,eceivers
':- .,..'® this team," Long said. 1'I know
the passes will be spread around."
Eric Kresser will be the field general spreading those pas~es around.
Kresser, a transfer from the
University of Florida, would have
been a backup for Reisman Trophy
candidate Danny Wuerffel. Many
~

here is a lot more fun,
and the fans are more
enthusiastic."
- Jerra/d Long,
Marshall receiver,
WVU transfer
critics say Kresser has a shot at
playing professional football, and he
came to Marshall to display his talents on the field.
Tim Martin, a senior wide receiver
who has caught passes from Todd
Donnan and Chad Pennigton, said
Kresser has a strong arm.
"Kresser throws a good ball,"
Martin said. "Everything's working
just fine so far."
Martin said he looks forward to
the national championship, but he
thinks a change of venue is in order.
"It's nice to have the game here,
but I think it would be good to get
away," Martin said. ''We play all the
playoff games here, and then we go
right from exams to the championship game."
"It would be· good to go somewhere
else for the championship game, like
they did in 1991," Martin said. "It
would be a bowl-type atmosphere."

Jim Donnan guided the Herd to
four championship games, but
Martin said he has no reason to compare Donnan to Marshall's new
coach..
"I don't really get into comparing
Donnan to Pruett," Martin said. "It
doesn't really matter who the coach
is when you've got as many seniors
as we have. They're both good
coaches 'and great people."
Freshman receiver Randy Moss, a
starter who walked onto the team in
August, said he gets along well with
Pruett.
"I like Coach Pruett a lot," Moss
said. "He likes to joke around with
the players, but he is just as serious
as anyone else when it comes down
to taking care of business."
Moss said he doesn't have any·
expectations for this season.
"I'm just going to go out and execute the plays," Moss said.
"Everything else will take care of
itself.
Martin is the only starting wide
receiver with
experience
at
Marshall. Long and Moss will play
their first game in Herd uniforms
this Saturday.
"Saturday night is going to be like
playing under the lights in high
school again," Long said. "I love
playing under the lights. I think
we'll put on a show."
Saturday night, Marshall Stadium
will welcome new faces along with
Brett Hall
old as another season begins.
Kickoff is 7 p.m., and the lights will Tim Martin is the only starting receiver
be warming up.
who played for the Herd last year.

.

SPORTS WORLD
Featuring the Tri~States finest golf driving range, newly
remodeled miniature golf and ultra modern Grand Prix

•
•
•
•
•

25% off all Go Kart rides with your MU ID
1/3 off all doubles Go Karts
Miniature Golf $2 a game or $3 all day
25¢ arcade and pool
50¢ Batting Cages - Baseball and Softball
Fraternities and Sororites Call for Rush Week information and
.
pnces

OPEN SAM TIL MIDNIGHT
7DAYSAWEEK
2 Blocks west of Procterville Rte 7
west of the New East End Bridge in,
Proctorville, Ohio

886-7398 or 8867399

..

·'Ifie :Faces o
HAIR DESIGN

life ~t Signatures Hair
Design offer a wide
variety of styling
services for men,
ivomen and children.
From hair cuts,

sculptzire nails,
tanning andfacials,
Signatures is the

sty ling _s alon for you.
~
~

Ha;, Co/or;ng &
Highlights
Now
. on Sa/e,
start,ng at $34_95

SifJµatures
HAIR DESIGN

1112 4th Avenue
Huntington, WV
697-4247

No Appointments • Just Walk In
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Can anybody stop the -Herd this season?
A new era of Marshall football is set to begin. There's a
new coach, new quarterback,
new receivers, new offense
and a new attitude.
The only thing that hasn't
changed is the team's goals:
Win the Southern Conference
and win the NCAA I-AA national championship. Every team
in the country has similar •
goals, but in Huntington. it has
come to be expected that the
Thunde,ring Herd is playing for
the championship - anything
else is a let down.
Just because one of the winningst coaches in the country
decided to take a job elsewhere doesn't mean Herd fans
should expect anything less
than a national championship.
_In fact, it would probably be
a,g·ood idea to start making
plans for the Dec. 21 national
championship at Marshall
Stadium and count on the
Herd being there and leaving
the SC and I-AA in the dust
and entering th.e Mid-American
·--..C... onference as national cham-

There will be no Chris
Parker to left following
Jermaine Wiggins in motion.
Parker has graduated and
Wiggins followed Donnan to
Georgia. But we wouldn't see
that this year anyway. If you
plan on attending MU football
games, you had better like the
passing game.
Eric Kresser has come up
from Florida, where he grew
tired of sitting behind Heisman
hopeful Danny Wuerfful. Some
may think that's a snotty attitude to have, but NFL scouts
say he is one of the top three
quarterbacks in the country.
So why did Kresser decide
to come to Marshall? Who
cares? Let's enjoy him why
he's here. Nothing against
Chad Pennington or Mark
Zban, but Kresser is a different
breed of quarterback.
The Herd receiving corps is
the best in the country.
Tim Martin was the best
receiver in the conference at
the end of last season. Now
he will fight for playing time as
' ·the-Herd brought in Randy
':- P ~
Botiby Pruett has big shoes
Moss, a former West Virginia
to fill by replacing Jim Donnan, high school superstar who ran
but Pruett has enough talent
into some bad luck at Florida
coming back and has brought
State, and Jerrald Long , who
in enough transfers to give
decided he didn't care much
Marshall perhaps the best
for the school up there in
football team it has ever had.
Morgantown.

I •
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Throw in Lavorn Colclough,
Damone Williams and Mark
Wicks, as well as Erik Thomas
out of the backfield, and Pruett
himself could play quarterback.
Thomas could have started
for any other team in the
league last year other than
VMI (the Keydets' Thomas
Haskins will probably break
every record which Parker set
for the Herd) and now.will be
the Herd's feature running
back.
Thomas was set to split time
with Olandis Gary in the backfield this year, but Gary also
followEid Donnan to Georgia.
Thomas won't run the ball
as much as Parker does, but
he will get enough carries to
keep teams honest. His
biggest asset will be his ability
to catch passes out of the
backfield - something he
probably wants to prove to
fans that he can do after his
dropped touchdown pass in
last year's championship

HAL GREER

• C\ean, steri\e '
environment.
.

of

• Fu\\ \,ne
sories~
piercing acces
Open tUI 12, 7 days a week • <All AbeAd For Pick-Up Orders

525-3485 • 1204 Hal Greer Blvd.
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I
BUY ONE/
GET ONE
FREE

•

I

Buy an'{loollong ,andwlch ond get O
second looflonOof equal Of leSler V<a1e
free.

I
I

E,cpns 9/19/96

Buy an'{ 6. sandwich ond get o second 6.

°'

equo1

°' lesser V<ale tree.

fresb Food

fresh food

•

BUYONE6"
GETONE6"
FREE

I
I

Expires 9/19/96

~ o1 1204 Hal Greer Blvd. <:>rir

I

\\'.Jl(j o1 1204 Hal Greer 1111/d. <:>rir

$1.00 OFF

I

50¢ OFF
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ANY6"SUB
FOOTLONG : ORSALAD
SUB
fresh food

Expires 9/19/96
Hal Greer Blvd. Ori(

\\'.Jl(j 011204

I
I

I

Expires 9/19/96
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over ~yea~
expenence.
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game against Montana.
Offensive linemen never get
As impressive as the offense any credit but the Herd is talented there as well. Alllooks, the defense is still the
heart and soul of this team.
American William Pannell is
Every starter but Jayson
gone but Aaron Ferguson and
Grayson, who graduated, is
Jamie Wilson are back to
anchor the line. Ferguson is
back for the defense.
There is not a defensive
one of the top NFL prospects
at his position and he proves
front four as dominant as
why every game.
Marshall's in the country. B.J.
Cohen, Billy Lyon, John
The special teams are even
Duncan and Will Edwards
solid as Tim Openlander and
have it all: size, experience,
Chris Hanson are two of the
skill and desire. The four combest kickers in the SC. The
bined for 47 sacks last year.
only problem is they don't get
That number will increase.
. the opportunity to show their
If opposing offenses are
talents very often.
lucky enough to get past Lyon
and company, they have to
The Herd is simply loaded at
deal with a linebacking group
every position. The football
led by Larry McCloud, Jerome
team is expected to go 15-0.
Embry and Jermaine Swafford
And that's not far-fetched
that just loves to hit people. .
because the Herd is going to
Mr. Excitement is back in U1e
score at will against every
secondary, as Melvin
team
on the schedulle. And no
Cunningham leads the deferiI
one
is
going to score that
sive backs who, despite the
often
against
MU.
graduated talents of Grayson,
will be fine as Tulane transfe1r
This just might be the best
Andre Goines will take over in
team Marshall has ever had.
Grayson's spot.
The Herd definitely will be
Cunningham is still the key,
entertaining.
because when the Herd needs
The games, however, might
a big play he will be there. i
get
a little boring if the team
Scott Smythe may be the ;
does
live up to the expectamost underrated defensive ,
tions.
back in the league. Smythe i
just does his job day in and 1'
It's a shame we have to wait
day out.
until next year to play WVU.
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Roster for 1 996 .season
Pos. Cl.

Ht.

Wt.

No. Name

Tim Martin
Mark Wicks
Erik Thomas
John Grace
B.J. Cohen
Ricky Hall
Mark Zban
B.J. Summers
Thomas Maxwell
Chad Pennington
Larry Moore
11
Andy Cowen
12
Jesse Milner
13
Damone Williams
14
Eric Kresser
15
Jerome Embry
16
Tim Pruett
17
La.Vorn Colclough
18
Tim Dempsey
19
Javonne Darlin
20
Scott Smyth
21
Doug Chapman
22
Curtis Sanders
23
Tyrant Davis
24
Melvin Cunningham
25
Shauncey Wynn
26
Ryan Moore
27
Larry Mccloud
28
Bradley Prather
29
30 ·-.....,_Doug Hodges
31 ·-:- ~ Morris
32
Lio Turner
Chris O'Neal
33
Lamar Martin
34
Seth Lyle
35
Andre Goins
36
Anthony Dixon
37
Jeremy Eastwood
38
Jason Balwanz
39
Tim Openlander
40
Chris Hanson
41
Rogers Beckett
42
Derrick Walker
43
Albert Barber
44

WR
WR
RB
DB
DE
DL
QB
DB
DB
QB
DB

Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
DB
QB
Fr.
So.
WR
QB
Sr.
Sr.
LB
QB
Fr.
So.
WB
So.
DB
RB
Jr.
Sr.
DB
Fr.
RB
Fr.
DB
Fr.
DB
Sr.
DB
Fr.
DB
Fr.
DB
Jr.
LB
FB-LB Fr.
RB
Fr.
Fr.
RB
DB Fr.
So.
PK
Fr.
DB
WR-DE Fr.
DB
Sr.
Jr.
DB
Jr.
FS
Fr.
RB
Sr.
PK
So.
P-K
Fr.
DB
LB
So.
Sr.
LB

5-9
5-10
6-0
5-10 6-3
6-2
6-5
5-9
5-8
6-3
5-9
6-1
6-6
5-8
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-4
6-0
5-9
6-1
5-11
5-9
5-11
5-10
5-1'1
5-10
6-4
6-1
5-10
6-1
6-0
5-5
6-2
6-3
5-11
5-10
6-0
5-11
5-10
6-2
6-2
5-11
6-0

176
178
180
185
240
250
213
185
173
190
165
170
226
151
209
216
218
205
192
207
195
195
170
180
180
174
194
230
240
190
200
184
175
185
190
180
190
170
190
173
192
187
192
225

45
46
47
4g
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63 ·
64
65
66
67
68
69
72
73
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

·,

Jermaine Swafford
Eric Pinkerton
Greg Minor
Haman Allen
Jason Safford
Antony Beckett
Ray Shupe
Brian Reed
Josh Seamster
Richard D'Andrea
Andre O'Neal
Ryan Lipscomb
Will Edwards
Paul Totten
Aaron Ferguson
Jamie Wilson
Shawn Pratt
Jason Starkey
Mike Guilliams
Dewayne Lewis
Bert Scarbrough
John Wade
Shaun Saunders
Johny Robinson
Irv Dotson
Jimmy Cabellos
Shawn Tignor
Sid Cisco
Matt Kay
Mike Webb
Jason Wellman
Buck Manning
Tyson Hagale
Javon Jenkins
John Cooper
Glenn Brammer
Jarrod Keely
Paul Toviessi
Billy Lyon
John White
Randy Moss
Jerrald Long
Brad Estes

~

.

'

No. Name

15

Pos. Cl.

Ht.

LB
LB
FB
LB
LB
DE
OL
OL
OL
LB
LB
LB
DL
DE
oL ·
OL
OL
OL
OL
DE
OL•
OL
OL
DL
OL
OL
DE
OL
DE
OL
OL
OT
WR
TE
WR
TE
DE
DE
DL
TE
WR
WR
TE

5-11
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-4
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-2
5-11
5-9
6-0
6-3
6-7
6-4
6-4
6-5
6-3
6-5 .
6-5
6-2
6-1
6-5
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-4
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-1
6-4
6-5
6-2
6-5
6-7
6-5
6-5
6-5
6-1
6-3

Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

Special
teams play
big role

Wt.
221
215
230
218
222
230
268
255
225
210
225
215
256
237
280
283
· 285
233
296
260
279
257
243
275
307
290
225
300
252
275
265
360
155
261
182
220
240
225
290
246
210
189
227

'

by CHRIS JOHNSON
sports editor

"'

When a football team
scores a lot of points or
has a tough defense,
the special teams sometimes are forgotten.
Even if that turns out
to be the case with the
coach
Herd,
head
Bobby Pruett is glad to
have the special teams
that he has.
"We have some talented players on the special
teams," Pruett said.
"And that's important
because a lot of times
games are won or lost by
the special teams.
All-conference place
kicker Tim Openlander
is back for the Herd.
Openlander kicked a
school record 19 field
goals last year.
Open lander
said,
"People overlook the special teams until the
game is on the line and a
big kick is needed. It's
just the pressure of the
position.
Chris Hanson returns
as the Herd punter. He
averaged 37.3 yards per
kick last year.
Tim Martin will once
again be the primary
kick returner and punt
returner.

_....

~

No. Name

•12 Tansfor

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Mike Forbes
Cedric Watson
Girardie Mercer
Mike Williams
Billy Gregory
John Duncan
Joe Zeglowitsch
Ron Puggi
Dylan Evans

Pos. Cl.

Ht.

Wt.

DE
DE
DE
DE
OT
DE
De.
DE
DL

6-6
6-2
6-0
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-1

265
220
192
240
258
235
253
225
299

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

$25.()0
•One month

unlimited

tanning for
$45.00

S¥f1Ul-tures Hair Design
1112 4thAve.
Huntington, WV
697-4247
Offers Expire Sept. 30, 1996
*When your friend makes a purchase, you can
get a free tanning session.

;-
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Howard v Marshall
September 7, 1996
After the game head
down to Concept for
the final score! Drink
and draft ~pecials.

•I
I
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Top, Damone Williams (14), Richmond, Va., sophomore,
earned accolades as the most improved receiver in spring
ball. (Photo by Brett Hall)
Left, Mark Zban (7), Huntington senior, started the 1995 season as the No. 2 quarterback. He suffered a knee injury in
his first start against Georgia Southern last year. (Photo
courtesy of Marshall Sports Information)
J

Above, linebacker Jermaine Swafford (45) Soddy-Daisy,
Tenn., senior, and Billy Lyon (86), Erlanger, Ky., senior
defensive lineman are two of 10 returning starters from last
year's team. (Photo by Brett Hall)

.....
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Pre-Owned

CD's
Buy 3 and
. Get 1

. ---

Free!

TAILGATE
SPECIALS

•Diamonds
•Jewelry
•Watches
•Cameras
•Luggage
• Musical Instruments
•P.A. Systems
•TV's and VCR's
•Stereos
•furniture
• Appliances
• Sporting Goods
•Guns, etc.
• Expert Jewelry &
Watch Repair Service

Order Pans of
•LASAGNA
•STUFFED SHELLS
and other
•SPECIALTY ITEMS
Also
-GARLIC ROLLS
•SALADS

• Select from new &
pre-owned
r.,erchandise
All fully guaranteed

TJisit-V s $ or fynch 'Today
Monday thru Friday
11 :00 A.M. -1 :30 P.M.
Sunday Brunch
11 :30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.

CALL:

ONLY

MALL

Special Discount
with MU ID
Your headquarters for donn supplies!
Curtains, blinds, comforters, sheets, pillows etc.
Downtown Huntington • (304) 522-0305

PICK UP

•697-4211

Downtown Huntington's MINI

Her,ttace an ad In
the Pii'lhenon then
watch the. run.begin I

529-2500
for vcur
o, ler

1010 3rd. Ave .

•
•

New Lite Fare Menu •
New Buffet Selections •
• New Desserts •
Located On The Second Floor Of
The Memorial Student Center.

.!tor Information .<Please Call 696-311 5

We Loan Money, Buy, Sell & Love To Trade
Anything of Value...TV's, CD's, Stereos, etc.
Open A Charge Account Today
0/. Interest° • Payments
FREE

$5! •
10
0
""='9"..:-.;::. :.S=:.'t':;;.r::::..~=::.~'t"..:::.3 Months

A.a Low A.a

Week

Layaway Plan

I
I
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Left: Chad Pennington (10), Knoxville, Tenn., sophomore, earned the
title of Southern Conference Freshman of the Year in 1995. (Photo by
Brett Hall)
Upper right: Aaron Ferguson (59),
Blountville, Tenn., senior, has
started every game (42 in a row)
since Sept. 18, 1993.
Lower right: Jerome Embry (16),
Winchester, Ky., senior, was elected team captain in 1995.

'MarshaU
']-{eadquarters !

..

"NEW 1996 SPORTSWEAR"
•

Southwestern Turkey Sandwich It's Smokin1.

Watch out - th!s bird bites bacll Because each Southwestern Turkey
sandwich is served on S<:hlotisty'S- famous Baked fresh DatlV"' jajapeno
heese bun. Then It's loaded up wilh lots of rich smoked turkey, fresh letti
aod tomato, and lust the r~t amount of ll~t ma~aise. This turkey is
wUd, not mild -and il s MO•in'. Anllible for a limited time only!

Just five blocks
from campus
1051 4th Ave.

(~Deli)
844 4th Ave.
Huntington, WV

Funny Name. Scri<>us Sandwiclt' Teays Center
Scott Depot, WV

--~--------,------------1 75¢ off I 50¢ off I
I any regular sandwich or I Any small sandwich I
II
·
I1Good at Huntington and ScottiI
pizza

1aood at Huntingto~ and Scott I

Depot delis.

I

I
Depot delis.
I Not valid with any other offerl
1Not valid with any other offer I
Expires 9/30/96
I
I
Expires 9/30/96
I _______
I

I CSchlotak9-Dell) I C--i D&U) I
L..~---I ____________J

Chopped
Hamor
Turkey
BBQ's

Sloppy
Joes

D O WNT O WN
HUNTIN G T O N
AROUND THE CORNER
FROM

THE

UNION'.
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MU 1n preseason polls
Street & Smith's

Athlon's

1. Marshall

The Sporting News

1. Marshall

2. Montana
3. Northern Iowa
4. Murray State
. 5. Hofstra
6. S.F. Austin
7. McNeese State
8. Appalachian State
9. Liberty
.10. Southern
. 11. Eastern Kentucky
12. S.C. State
13. Idaho State
14. Jackson State
15. Indiana State
..... ,.. 16. Troy State
"'-..
T-,_
'17. Furman
18. Middle Tenn. State
19. Florida A&M
20. Eastern Illinois

1. Montana
2. Appalachian State
3. Marshall

2. Delaware
3. Murray State

4~ Montana
5. McNeese State
6. Appalachian State
7. S.F. Austin
8. Northern Iowa
9. William & Mary
10. Rhode Island

1. Marshall
2. S.F. Austin

3. McNeese State
4. Northern Iowa

4. Delaware
5. Northern Iowa
6. Murray State
7?, Connectiout
8. McNeese State
9. Troy State
10. Liberty
11. Hofstra
12. Eastern Kentucky
13. S.F. Austin
14. Southern

11. Southern
12. Eastern Kentucky
13. Youngstown State
14. Troy State
15. Georgia Southern
16. Northern Arizona
17. Florida A&M
18. Middle Tenn. State
19. Grambling
20. SW Missouri State

~

Bob Griese's

11. Murray State

12. Jackson State

15. Rhode Island
16. Middle Tenn. State
17. Hampton
18. Furman
19. lqaho State
20. Jackson State

)

13. SW Missouri State
14. Weber State
15. Middle Tenn. State
16. Georgia Southern
17. Indiana State
18. Connecticut
19. Troy State
20. Northern Arizona

Second Time Around
•

Music Em\lot\.\\.1\\\.

tjERD
fro~e two

teams aren't going to lrnow
what hit them."
Defensively,
the H erd
returns all but one starter
from a defense that allowed
only 17 points per game last
year.
Lyon said, "We are going to
do a lot of the same things on
defense that we did last year
as far as blitzing and forma- _
tions. The defense has pretty
much stayed the same, only
the
terminology
has
changed."
Injury-wise the Herd is in
decent shape. Edwards will
miss the game but should be
ready to go next week. Safety
Scott Smythe is recovering
from a broken nose but is
expected to start.
Back-up defensive back B.J.
Summers and tight end
Javone .fenkins probably will
be kept out of action as both
are recovering from knee
injuries.
Howard comes into the
game as an underdog and
White realizes that.
"For us to stay even close to
this Marshall team, we have
to play mistake free football.
They are very talented, probably the best team in I-AA.
But we won't back down from
them, but they can beat you
in a variety aways and beat
you soundly."

'

What's the best way
for your business to reach
the Marshall community?

BUY-SELL-TRADE
PRE-OWNED CDs, TAPES, LPs

ADVERTISE IN
the PARTHENON

t

~call 696-2273 for details

~ give IfOIi
e11sto111 design

_/

~t

. --.~ ~

t1t 110 extrt1 cost ,"(~ \ ~-·)

LAVALIIR (~ , . 4>
NS
A·x A=.~ M
IR
· ~
n ll.Z l:<l>E

P

.c..,l:1:
IINGSrrKA
AxA
U l DU~ IlK<l> Al:<l>

TKE

C11111\ffU
ATQ
!WllTMIE!•BAT! \lauttmae_
927 4th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 523-0453

over 6000 CDs, 5500
CASSETTES!
~

P!a
Downto\\·n I lt111tington
i 2 0.-i -ltil t\\'l'.
52'. \ 0299
:Vlon-S.it 11 to 7
S111Hlav 12 to 5

Tea~·s Valkv
l'1,t1;,1111 Villagl' Sl10pping
Center
757 - 1644
Mon Sat 12 to H

Sports Bar & Grill
335 Hal Greer Blvd

697-6722
Now OPEN FOR LUNCH
2 for 1 Longnecks Daily 6-8 p.m.
11 a.m. - 3 p.rn. Mon - Fri.
Pitcher Specials
2 Hot Dogs for $1.50.........25¢ Wings
MON. 9 p.m. - ?................ 10¢ Wings Draft Specia
TUES. 8 p.m. - close .. ..................... Pitcher Special
WED. 8 p.m. - close........................ Pitcher Special
THURS. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m ................. $5.00 Mug Night
FRI. 8 p.m. - close .....................$3.00 Ladies Night
SAT. 6 p.m. - 8 p.m .................... 2 for 1 Longnecks
SUN. 6 p.m. - close ......................... Pitcher Special

I
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PRUETT
from page one

about Marshall is everyone is united
to help each other; there are no antiathletic feelings."
Pruett knows Marshall has been
ranked No. 1 in several Division I-AA
preseason polls.
He leans back in his chair as he
thinks about the Herd's final season
in this division.
"I think we have a chance to have a
big year," he says. "But being ranked
No. 1 in December is the most important thing."
With many changes coming over the
past year, Pruett says Marshall football will have a new look.
"It's like opening a new business or
a new firm," he says. "Everyone's
excited, including all the new players
and the new staff. But if we have
some glitches, we'll have to come back
and work on them."
Pruett sees himself as a link in a
chain tl_iat has grown stronger with
each football coach.
"The thing that I think about is the
history of football," he says. "Sonny
Randle, Stan Parrish, George
Chaump, Jim Donnan . .. they all

it.
"I honestly haven't thought about it
that much to this point," he says. "All
I know is, it will be a big game."
With the move to I-A and the MidAmerican Conference just a year
away, Marshall has witnessed a mass
exodus from its athletic program.
Donnan, Pruett's predecessor, went to
Georgia during Christmas break last
year. Head basketball coach Billy
Donovan left for Florida last spring.
Athletic director Lee Moon took a job

improved the program with each year.
I'm here to take it to the next level; to
improve it even more."
Pruett says each year brings with it
better players and better recruiting.
"As far as a recruiting base for
Division I football, it'll be easier to
measure that in December," he says.
"Each year we will get better."
One game that has Huntington on
its edge is the battle with West
Virginia University next season.
Pruett seems calm when asked about

19

with the University of Wyoming over
the summer. And just last week,
sports information director Gary
Richter moved to the University of
Texas-El Paso.
"I think these moves are a tribute to
the Marshall fans and the administration," Pruett says. "Marshall attracts
outstanding people, and their departures represent capitalism at its
finest."
Pruett says he believes Marshall
has been able to improve itself by
attracting even better people to fill
the open positions.
"This is a plus for Marshall
University," he says. "From the television packages to the recruiting budget, it's all a product of Huntington
and the support system contained
within."
Pruett looks out the window once
more at the field where he soon will
stand and pace the sidelines.
"We've got a big challenge coming
up this weekend," h e says. "Howard
is a playoff-caliber team."
Pruett's glance now turns toward
his watch. He stands and surveys his
surroundings as his day .continues.
The test is coming.

Some parking
for students
not reserved
on game days
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Sub.

3Feet
4Feet
5Feet
6Feet

$29.97
$39.96

•Mayonnaise
-Oil • Vinegar
•Salt & Pepper
-Oregano
•American Cheese

•Lettuce
•Tomatoes
-Green Peppers
•Dill Pickles
•Black Olives

For group Discount and Delivery of any Party
Platter, Giant Party Sub, Large orders:
Call at
Stadium Subway - 2055 5th Avenue

522-2345

$49.95
$59.94

Party Platter

81.35 per port/on/minimum 12 portions
IMldWldl _,... n cu,,-_,,. to,..,,, BIll'_.,,_,. Eadl

Mon. - Thur. 10 am - 2 am
Fri. • Sat 10 am• 3:30 am
Sun. 11 am -12 am

Students who normally
park in the Marshall Stadium
and 3rd Avenue lots are
reminded to move their vehicles on football game days.
Spaces iri those lots, which
are open to students on weekdays, are sold to spectators on
Saturdays the Thundering
Herd football team is at
. home, said Clark Haptonstall, sports information
director. The first home game
is 7 p.m. Saturday against
Howard.
Students should have their
cars moved by 7 a.m.,
Haptonstall said, to give tailgaters ample time to set up.

Downtown Subway - 1501 3rd Avenue

523-7827

II/I,,,,...,..,,,,

Mon. - Thur. 10 am - 12 am
Fri. • Sat. 10 am· 12 am
Sun. 12 noon • 6 pm

,,,_, All
1111' 2 ,,,.,,.,,_ a, trall p/atta,'I
. .nllllllll ltl.,. iMMllltlan Ill_,,,_ you C/IOO$II

....... ,.,,,, . . . . IIIJtlca ,,,..,..,, ll'dtff.

Add Bacon DnlY Ill'
Far DOBE r.BT
B.M.T.
IUBWAYCUII
COUICUTCOl't&
TIIIKEY I HAM

Vl:GGIEICIIDE
TN
lfAfOOD I CRAB
11.T
TIIIKEY BIBIT
HAMICIIDE
IOAITBllf

EXTRACIIDE

.50 1.00
1.00 UNI
2.88 3.88
2.88 4.38
1.88 3.58
2.88 3.88
1.88 2.88
2.88 3.88
3A84.88
2.78 3.88
2.88 3.88
2.78 3.88
2.88 3.88
.20 .40

All Subs & Salads include: onions, lettuce,
•
tomatoes, p1cllles, green peppers, black olives.
Plus on Request: 011, Vinegar, Mayo, Mustard,
Salt Pepper, Oregano. Hot Peppers & cheese.

STEAi( & Cl&SE

MEAT8All
at.BJClaEN

PIZZAawAYMB.T

2.88
1.88
2.88
2.28
2.88

4.78
3.58
4.88
3.68
4.88

DELI STYLE SANDWICHES
JR.

TUIICEY

ROASTBElf
HAM
BOLOGNA
TIN

SEAFOOD
PfPPBUN

CIIDE .88

JUMBO

1.48 3.48
1.38 3.48
1.38 8.28
1.08 2.48
1.38 3.48
1.88 3.88
1.48 3.28
ADO BACIII .50

CD

Kid's Pack
4" Round Sandwich Cookie Drinl, Tray

,...........

SALADS
IM

2.88
2.88
8.81
2.88
8.21
1.28
8.88
2.81
2.88
2.88

VEtallCllflE

111M

IURIOD I CUI

....__,. ,Cl.Ill

nmYBEIT

a.lBI CIICIIBI
11111111.AD

•

Ill.AD

nmY/11111 UUD
CGlallll.AD

UI

_ , . _ , .... "'911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . ....

DRINKS CHIPS DESSERT

.......................... .
.88

Clll'I

COGID. Ila. 81•'1

. 88

1.88

.71
81•1.88

SACK OF SUBS PLATTERS GIANT SUBS
Ideal Ior parties Ask Ior details

TWO Regular 6" Cold Cut Trio or TWO Regular 6" Veggie Subs for $2.00
Not valid with any other offer

...' .

• 7'

After every game, join

Marshall Head Coach
Bob Pruett & TV Sports Analyst
Sonny Randle at THE PUB to
discuss the game.
Head Coach
Bob Pruett

HOME OF THE

•----Every
Thursday
at

7:00 p.m.

"CALL IN SHOW"

•

While at THE PUB, enjoy Award Winning
Baby Back Ribs, Buffalo Style Chicken Wings,

...

Great Pizza and Homemade Onion Rings!

THE PUB

~amily-~un Center

-2501 5th Avenue, Huntington 529-6086
I
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trmportant INFOrmation:
Grace Period
For Repayment
Of Balances
Fo, Purchases

Annual
Percentage Rate
For Purchases

VaRate
lnlormallon

17.151' lor the first year, for each subseq_uent year

Yoor Annual Percen~ Rate may vary. The rate ,s determined for each b<ll1~
penod by the highest ·me Rate reported in The Wall Street Journal on the last
business day of the previous month plus a fixed amount of percentage points as
follows: Initial year and Best Rate - Prime Rate plus 8.9 perce~e points; Better
Rate - Prime Rate plus lO~rcentage pomts (but not exc i~ Standard
Rate~ Standard Rate - 19. when the Pnme Rate 1s lower than 0.9" and
Pnme ate plus 8.9 percentage pomts. when the Pnme Rate is 10.9" or more~

;~~m~i~~r~~-'
!i~~lja:,c!'t"ratet r~":'os
S999.99 - 19.151' (Better Rate); less than S500 19.801' (Standard Rate).

• Better and Best RateS h.M? 12.9" minm.rn. Fall.re to make req,.,red paiments c:cnwrts )<OU from Better or
Best Rate to Stlmard Rate.
Cash Advance transact>on fee finance charge: 2.51' for each cash act,ance, with a minimum of S2 and no maximoo,. Late payment fee: $20 for payment more than 20 days o-,erdue. Qver-the(ledrtlimrt fee: $15.
Annual Percentage Rate for cash act,ances: Currently 19.8%. tills rate may vaty. 19.8% when the Pnme Rate is
lower than 10.9'll and Prime Rate plus 8.9 percentage points when the Pnme Rate is 10.9" or more.

25 days.

Method Of
Computing
The Balance

For Purchases
Twoqcle average daily
balance (mcluding new
purchases).

-

Annual

None

Minimum
Periodic
Finance
CharCt

$.50

se~ and each 81)!)1icant may be liable for all amounts of credit extended under this account to any joint apple
d married, may apply for a separate account.

cant. The applicant.

You are permitted to have only one DiSCO'Jer Card Account. Accord,~ . ,f yoo already have a [),SCOYef Card
Account or have recent~ applied for one and are waiting to recetve 1t, you are not e1tg1bte to apply. You
may not close an exisbng O,scover Card Accoont and apply for a new one to recetve the terms contained
,n this applicat10n.

All ACCOUNT TERMS ANO CHARGES DISClOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE M; OF THE PRl!'/TlNG DATE. BUT ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE. TO ANO OUT \#MAT MAY HAVE CHANGED AFTER THE PRINTING DATE OF JULY, 1996,
~ITE TO US AT P.O. BOX 15410, WILMINGTON. D€ 19886-0820.

OfflO RESIDENTS: The OhM> laws against d1sc,,mination require that all credrtors make credit equally avaif
able to all creditworthy customers. and that credrt reporti~ agencies maintain separate credit histories on
each individual upon request. The Ohio civtl rights commission administers compliance with this law.

The Dl9cover" Card Is luuod by Greenwood Trust Company, Member R>IC.

NEW YORK RESIDENTS: New York residents may contact the New York State Banking
Department to obtain a comparative listing of credit card rates, fees and grace periods.
Call 1-800-518-8866.

This account is on~ for personal, family and household purposes. It is not for business or convnercial purposes.
You authonzll us to oblatn a const.mer report from consuner. reJ)Or1lre agencies " constdenrC ttus 81)!)1icabon.
and for the purpose of an update. renewal. extension of credit, review or collectJon of )<llM acro.rtt. Upon )<llM
request. we win r,form yoo of the nano ard address of each consuner reJ)Or1lre agency from whocl1 we obtared
a conSUTier report relatq to )<OU.

Alter credit "!lP'(lYal, ead1 applicant shall have the right to use this account to the extent of any credit limit that we

WISCONSIN RESIDENTS: No agreement. court order or indtvidual statement apply1ng to marital property
v.111 adversely affect a credrtor·s interests unless prior to the time credit ,s granted the creditor Is fumislled
with a copy of the agreement, court order. or statement, or has actual knowledge of the adverse provision.
Married Wisconsin residents must furnish the name and address of their spouse to O,scover Card at
P.O. Box 15025, WIimington. Delaware 19885-5025.

